
UI Sampler



QUICK NOTE
This is a sample of some of my UI work, 

big and small, that has gone on to 
production in FullStory.
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EVENT LIST
A refresh of our Session Replay Event 

List with an emphasis on minimal visual 
clutter and consistent UI patterns.



Customers often complained it was too 
busy, moved too quickly, wasn’t 
filter-able or fuzzy-find ready.

I was able to sneak in a quick design 
cycle for this part of FullStory’s Session 
Replay ahead of a migration from our old 
UI framework to React. 



Refreshed sticky user card. Information 
display states accommodate web and 
mobile sessions.

Figma component-ized within FS design 
pattern library.



Finals for list items and 
their various states.

Figma component-ized 
within FS design pattern 
library.



Live, in production.



SEGMENT ORGANIZATION
Provide a lightweight, organizational 

solution for a user’s Segments (saved 
searches) in FullStory.



Split into three tiers: canned (defined 
by FullStory); Yours (those you’ve 
created); Team (everyone else’s).

Fuzzy-find was unused, hard to find. 

Team section was just an alphabetized 
dumpster for all other segments. 

Canned segments were irrelevant for 
most experienced users and simply 
ignored by newer users.

Major improvements to this part of the 
app had been sought after for years.



Live, in production.

We listened to customer 
feedback (many wanted 
folders) and settled on a 
solution that was 
lighter-weight and tailored 
to individual experience.

This starring pattern and 
filter functionality is now 
being employed beyond 
Segments for 
next-generation features 
where tidy, consistent 
organization is needed.



(All Segments View)
Live, in production.



SETTINGS STUFF
I live for Settings. There’s just something 

about tidy controls, well-worded 
microcopy, setting and forgetting...









ONBOARDING
A major overhaul (the only ever) of 

FullStory’s self-service onboarding flow. 
From 2017.



Lovingly called “dragging you through 
settings,” onboarding in FullStory was a 
disjointed journey. 

With the help of a friend in marketing, 
we pitched a vision for completely 
replacing our onboarding experience. 
With an emphasis on consistency, 
focus and barest essentials, we gained 
enough momentum to deliver on our 
vision. We called it “Willard.” 

















Since its major overhaul, onboarding 
has had many minor revisions and 
redactions. The in-house state 
machine framework and large, legible 
form elements have remained.



DATA EXPORT
Provide UI for Data Exports generated 

via API and for creation of new exports.






